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1. Introduction
Motivation
● Use low cost, open source electroencephalography
(EEG) hardware to develop real-time affect
classification systems
● Help those with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS)
express their emotional state through brain-computer
interfaces (BCIs)
Research Questions
● Is it feasible to develop a system with similar
classification performance to that of other, less
economically accessible EEG monitoring systems,
despite electrode constraints and additional noise?
● Would such a system be viable in a real-world,
unrestricted environment?

3. Results and Analysis
Data Collection
● Open source hardware with single electrode in controlled
environment successfully identifies desired phenomenon

Limitations
● Training Periods: Achieve permissible classification
performance while simultaneously minimizing length
and invasiveness of training
● Environmental Factors: Quantify effects of
environmental noise on classification performance in
various settings
● Hardware Constraints: Maintain comparable
classification performance to that of less
economically accessible BCI hardware despite fewer
electrodes and additional noise
Future Work

2. Methodology and Pipeline
Desired Phenomenon
● Detect alpha wave activity over the occipital lobe as
a measure of arousal and component of emotion
Data Gathering and Labelling
● Participants prompted to open/close eyes in
alternation while system autonomously detects and
labels preprocessed EEG readings at 250 Hz

4. Limitations and Future Work

Figure 1. Visualization of discrete FFTs received from sliding window of
EEG samples, superimposed by eye-state. (1 second window history.)

Alpha Wave Activity Classification
● System is capable of identifying alpha with classification
accuracies exceeding 95% using very small training sets

● Valence Axis: Expand system to identify participant
valence using theta band power and acknowledge
entire valence-arousal plane
● Generalization: Assess feasibility and design of
classification models which generalize between
sessions, individuals, and stimuli
● P300 Control Integration: Link affect classification
system to a user interface controlled by P300
phenomenon, requiring little to no motor input
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Figure 2. Classification accuracies on independent testing sets of KNN
models (K=5) as a function of their training set size.
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